
3/13/97 
Dear Jamie, 

Comgratulations on improving Pour housing! 

Enclosed is our cheek. 

Had a note from Dennis. They are enjoying Allaglaml  and teaching there. 

Tee, when you hi ve finished please send me as complete a printout as you 

can along with the original copy. On 	hope you noted the beginning 

Olcling of page numbez's on th printout. }lakes checkinE easier. ,)co-YittT'4VL 	71'41)  
I'll then go over it an return it for corrections, which may well in- 

clude in that I wrote. 
Please lot ma know the cost of the paper so I can repay you. I'll pa* 

you for the disks when. I get them. 
I live convoluted hours solnever see much on TV and rarely anything 

after 5 p.m., by which time I'm abed. I do see a little in the early a.m. 
when "L  eat. But we do not have cable and the show you mentioned is one I'd 
not heard of. 

Nost of them are wjle than worthless because they mislead and misinform 
the people most of whom do care and would like the truth. 

Thanks and best, 

1/1/  

liarold Weisberg 



Jamie Lyn Smith -Brian Peracchi 
11 Gulf Road, #58 

7fenniker.V1 03242 
603-428-3803 

March 9.1997 

Dear Mr. .Yrs."Weisberg, 

Below please find my rime sheet. I have started on the next chapter. The ,Honor of 
Nonorable ,Men," having just finished the "Cold War" chapter. After the aforementioned 
chapter. I only have "The Creators of the JP( Assassination Industry" to do for you. Once 
these are complete. would you ltke a complete set printed out and mailed to you. along with 
the originals. for comparison and corrections? 

There was recently a movie on Lifetime Television regarding Gee ,7- farvey Oswald and 
the assassination. Naving caught it mid program. I don't know the title. but am wondering 
if the two ofyou got a chance to see it and. if so. what you might have thought of it. Still, this 
history fascinates me. 

Brian and 1 are moving at the beginning of AFtl."-We have found a cute. two-bedroom 
cottage to rent in a neighboring town on a lake. Our new address will be 31 ,„7fartshorn Lane. 
1Varner..7Vii. 03278. )1 will of course submit a request to the post office to forward ar 
mall. but ] wanted to let you know nonetheless. 

Take care. and let me know if I can do anything. 

7 


